Weekly Star Wars MMO & Mobile Game Report
Brought to you by Talons Pryde
The Old Republic
Guild Level: 15
Last activity dates:
These are the compiled screenshots... First is the officers, deputies, and guild-master. The second is the latest activities for the guild
overall. I have a compiled screenshot of our flagship as well that will be tacked on to the end of this report.

Galaxy of Heroes (as of Thursday 13:15 UTC) We have 48 members in the guild...
Officer Corps:
Pellaeon (leader)
Last on an hour ago
Joa Clark
Last on 6 hours ago
Coranel
Last on currently on
Elwood
Last on see previous report
Masta H'appyman
Last on see previous report
A new mode is being released. Here are the details straight from the game.

Guild Raids: We are currently in Phase one of four in the Sith Triumvirate and no other guild events active.
Special Events Schedule: Training Droid Smuggling has 22 hours remaining, Endor Omega battles has 19 hours remaining, Ghosts of
Dathomir starts in 3 days, 18 hours, Coruscant: Separatist Galactic Challenge starts in 18 hours, Home One shard event starts in 19
hours, General's Command (Finalizer blueprints) starts in 2 days, 18 hours, Admiral's Manoeuvrer (Raddus blueprints) starts in 4 days,
18 hours, Places of Power Assault battle starts in 1 day, 18 hours, and Imperial Fleet Omega battle starts in 2 days, 18 hours.
Past week:
Last activity dates:
meatyguac 5 days 9 hours
CyberDrax 3 days 1 hour
AL 2 days 7 hours
Mol Eliza 1 day 13 hours, 5 hours 3 minutes, and 1 hour 2 minutes
Tric Tredial 1 day 7 hours
Darth Hunter 20 hours 24 minutes
Chthonios 15 hours 14 minutes
Taylor 14 hours 9 minutes
Unbidden2 13 hours 49 minutes
JJJJNunez 13 hours 39 minutes
Difur 11 hours 43 minutes
Captain David 9 hours 27 minutes
FrekeShowe 9 hours 25 minutes
Kamenriderfire 8 hours 38 minutes
Joa Clark 6 hours 29 minutes
Golbez 6 hours 16 minutes
Schar 4 hours 44 minutes
SuperBiscuit 1 hour 27 minutes
Pellaeon 1 hour 17 minutes
Coranel 4 minutes
Talons Pryde 2 minutes
Activity:
FrekeShowe upgraded Wampa gear to XI then XII, Mother Talzin's gear to IX then to X and then to XI, top contributor to the guild
event “The Pit: Heroic”
Mol upgraded Geonosian Spy's and Kanan's gear to XI, Sun Fac's gear to X, promoted HK-47 and Veers to 7 stars
Coranel upgraded Clone Sergeant's, Chirrut's, and Chiefs Nebit's and Chirpa's gear to IX, Zeta'ed Sweeten the Deal (Greef),
promoted Nihilus to 7 stars
Kamenriderfire upgraded Vader's gear to XII
DarthHunter promoted Phasma and Greedo to 7 stars
Unbidden2 promoted Paploo and Nightsisters Zombie and Initiate to 7 stars
Chthonios promoted Tusken Raider and Chopper to 7 stars
Joa promoted IG-100 to 7 stars
Golbez upgraded Clone Wars Chewbacca's gear to X
Tric upgraded 1st Order Executioner's gear to IX
Schar promoted Sabine to 7 stars, upgraded Rex's gear to XII
AL promoted Zam, Kennic, Starck, Chief Nebit, and Biggs to 7 stars, upgraded Vader's gear to XII, Master Yoda's gear to XI, and
Clone Wars Chewbacca's gear to IX
SuperBiscuit upgraded Poggle's and Dooku's gear to X, promoted Poggle to 7 stars
Captain David promoted IG-100 to 7 stars
Pellaeon promoted Jango to 7 stars
Summary:
A couple of quick GoH observations: first, the guild chat only posts gear upgrades above VIII and 7 star promotions. Individuals that have
logged on in the prior week may have had other activities in their own right that are not broadcast to the guild. Second, we only have three
active officers in the guild. If we apply the EH activity requirements to the mobile game, these officers and several members will have to
be removed or at the very least contacted for their intentions. As noted by my DB battle team leader, 2 years is an embarrassment (he
included...). Keeping people on an active roster just to maintain population, in the words of past leaders, is highly detrimental. Now, in the
interest of identification of each of the members in the guild, I feel it would be to our benefit if the leadership kept a database on the EH
members and their names in the GoH guild handy to rectify this situation. I would also implore the list and reference document be made
available to all other members of the GoH guild so we may encourage each other and coordinate our efforts in finally doing a territory
war.
On to the SWTOR guild …
In the screenshot, I have detailed part of my issue and have expressed my dismay. The same issue with the GoH applies here as well. EH
requirements need to be enforced or made clear. I am very much aware that I have a member in the Star Trek Online guild that has been
mostly inactive. I have only a passing interest in that game so being a part of that guild is not consequential to my playing. I feel that if
members of the SWTOR guild are no longer wishing to be active in playing, they should be either purged or quit of their own accord. As
for myself, I will continue as I have been playing at least once a week (I am currently fighting to get a specific jumping puzzle datacron on

Nar Shadda that is giving me fits – I despise jumping puzzles and requirements) and reporting on the known activities, guild status, et
cetera as I have initiated.
The SWTOR Guild Flagship:

